Sibbalds on the beach yesterday were the target of almost 20 eggs that were thrown from the cliff on Terrace. Many people were hit and one small child's head was hit on the head. One of the eggs was filled by eggs in the beak. There were at least 3 (probably more) kids present on the cliffs who were mentally 8 to 10 and looked at the scene with interest. Some of the kids were told to keep quiet, etc., and others seemed to enjoy it. There were a total of 60 eggs, etc., and others could like to talk to them.

HERE FOUND FOR PURCHASER ONE!

Someone in the bar said that Mark Egan got rid of a bad case by rubbing brant on it for a week.


dual

EVERYONE TO A REPORTER

If you know something you think other people would like to know, and can't bear repeating it so many times as there are people to tell it to, write to THE HEARSAY NEWS. We print everything that won't get us into trouble, and some things that will. Poetry is as welcome as news. Bird sightings and nature information is always fascinating to us. Drawings and photographs are solicited, but all would help if they were the right size (half-tones print better screened). Try to use as few words as possible, since paper costs a lot of money.

... THE HEARSAY NEWS is about breaking even on expenses, so there's no pay anybody (including myself) can get paid now. But if we do start to show a profit, I thought the contributors might split it. It might be enough to buy a bear.

NEW OFFICE SOON IN THE OLD BOLINAS
It was a pleasure once again
to see the actors’ “STUTT AND FEAR”
and “A STAGE” AS THE PALACE
PLAYERS OF MI. REYES PRESENTED
“THE OATH,” A PLAY WITH MUSIC BY
M. F. ADAMS. A SCHOOL-ROOM
“CROWD” OR TRANSFER FILLED
THE COMMUNITY CENTER SATURDAY
EVE, AND WE ARE DRASTICALLY
REMINDERS OF THE HELLSPINS, TURNING,
FOLK LORE, SORCERY, DRUNKARIES,
SADNESS, AND SCHIZOPHRENIA THAT
SITUATIONED AND COMPOSED THE
HURRICANE REHABILITATION.

Bolinas is Old

Bolinas
You are ancient too
Not that petty discovery
A 400 year reminder
Of Francis Drake’s fort
Nor these faded photographs
Of Waterhouse, Brioni and Gibson
Nor that sham shake-up in 1908.
Think 100 earaisaldeos earlier
When the lagoon was the playground of whales
And the redwoods strode down to the beach
And the Indians went gathering your herbs
That’s when you were ancient and fresh!

Herman Berlandt

AGRYALS
NATURAL CLOTHING
& ORIGINAL DESIGNS
BOLINAS FOLK
FOODS
BEYOND ROAD—FRIDAYS SUN. 1-6
FRIE'NDRS—PARIDWAK JACETS

SPRING ROMANCE...

Sunflowers, the pretty blonde shepherd girl,
is pregnant by Jerome, the
some say ugly and wool-headed
ancient jackass. Love conquers all.

Herman Berlandt

“Tide pool life”—the adult course
being offered Wednesday nights
from 7:30-9:30 at Bolinas school
needs six more students.

Soup Bones are Free

George Daily told me: “I don’t know
the whole story, but... up at
Carollin Bowland house April 19-66 at
10 o’clock, this cube appeared in mid-
air above the dining room table
and wouldn’t do anything right.
Carollin said to the cube: If you
don’t like it here, why don’t you
go back where you came from”

Those who also saw the cube
included: Harriet Kassman, Richard
and Carmen Dalton, and Tim
and Joan Takei.

George also told me he is selling
pat milk.
The Bolinas Baseball team Sunday split a double-header with Stinson Beach. Manual Weaver, hit five out of seven, and by his own account slid into home 3 times. A great improvement over last week, Manual is.

ECHOES, the movie by George Greenough, was SPECTACULAR, STRIGGENDOUS, TERRIFIC, INCREDIBLE, etc. The Community Center was packed Thursday night. Most people watched it twice. I did.

The California Coastal Commission may file a suit to guarantee access to the beach (up to the sand dunes) near Seal Point. If you were on the beach near Seal Point before 1971 and are willing to say so the Coastal Commission needs your name. Please call Francis Stewart (470) or Peter Warshall (2273) or, sign sheet at the store or Scowley's.

DANDELION WINE
Damp four quarts of water and four quarts of dandelion blossoms into a large can. Stir the mixture stand nine days. Then squeeze and remove the flowers and two pounds of sugar. Add three pounds of sugar and one cup of yeast. Let it stand for another week and a half. Strain the mixture into a jug and leave it uncorrupted until the brew starts working. Cork it up and drink the wine while you like it. Or let it ferment for about six months.

Betty and Gregory Haeffelt are visiting for a week. Sue reports that they've been freezing every night and can't sleep because of the geese, but that otherwise they're perfect grandparents.

An ACCIDENT. Little Benjie was hit by a car on West Bay Road by the Marine Biology lab. Luckily, he wasn't hurt. People living on that side of West Bay Road are complaining about weekend traffic. Cars drive down there and can't get turned around, etc. Perhaps a one way sign would work.

FOUND - on the beach - Easter week. Off-white Mexican-style ladies blouse with green orange embroidery. See Elaine - at the beach. She will be wearing...

Paul Koutsos reports that the subject of a bus line to Almanor didn't come up at Thursday night's meeting of the General Transportation Study Group of control. Paul had copies made of all the letters he received and circulated them to the other members of the board.

SCOWLEY'S
OPEN 9-9 DAILY
DIAPER SPECIALS, EVERY NIGHT
SHARK, BAKED CHICKEN, EGG ROLLS, ETC.
BETTY BANS BAKERY GOODS FRESH DAILY

Open day care Parent Policy Meeting Wednesday evening 7:30 at Susan Geffney's house.

Maggie Scholl is in town visiting her lovely son and daughter-in-law (3) days for a week.

The Bolinas Grand Ole Opry will meet and rehearse Monday, April 29 at 9:00 P.M. at the Community Center. Mr. Jinkins, sat singer, comic, comic routine, etc. eligible to enter. Must be Country!

WIRE WOOD - FIA AND REDWOOD WOOD
$65 per cord delivered. Box 306, Point Reyes Station.

Saturn camper for sale. Fits Toyota 4-door. $750.00. Call 668-0419.

Monday night Life-Drawing resumes tonight at Kelly's. Overlook & Elm 8:00.

The Disposition of the Bolinas Park has been brought to the attention of the Marin County Board of Supervisors. The park gets a great deal of use by the visitors and tourists. There are no other tennis courts, picnic tables, nor comfort stations in the area; therefore it seems only fair that the County maintain the park as it has done in the past.

The supervisors will send the report with potential breakdowns to the B.C.A. for their comments, what do you think?

Lydia Smith